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The Syntactic view

I Theories are collections of statements in (natural or
formal) language

Every body perseveres in its state of being at rest or
of moving uniformly straight forward except insofar
as it is compelled to change its state by forces
impressed . . . A change in motion is proportional to
the motive force impressed and takes place along the
straight line in which that force is impressed . . . the
common center of gravity of two or more bodies
does not change its state whether of motion or of
rest as a result of the actions of the bodies upon one
another. (from Principia Mathematica)
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The Semantic View

I Theories are collections of mathematical systems

I (Not necessarily, or usually, set-theoretic systems)
I (The name “Semantic view”) is a bit misleading;

“mathematical-model view” would be better)

A model of N-particle Newtonian mechanics is
specified by:

1. A list of N positive real numbers m1, . . .mN ,
representing the particle masses;

2. A list of N(N − 1) smooth potential functions
Vnm : Re 3 × Re 3 → Re representing the
2-particle potential between the pairs of
particles and satisfying Vnm = Vmn;

3. A collection of N smooth functions
xn : Re → Re 3 satisfying the differential
equations

mn
d2xn(t)

dt2
= −

N∑
m=1,m 6=n

∇Vnm(|xn − xm|) (1)
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Why it matters: theory equivalence

I On the syntactic view, the same-theory relation is
something like synonymy, or inter-translatability

I On the semantic view, it’s something like mathematical
isomorphism (not necessarily, or usually, cached out in
set-theoretic terms) e.g

I Lagrangian vs Hamiltonian dynamics
I Schrodinger vs Heisenberg pictures of quantum theory

I The semantic notion is much more permissive, and does
not preserve ontological categories, e.g.

I Kets vs Bras in quantum mechanics
I Fields as spacetime properties vs fields as extended

bodies
I AdS/CFT
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Why it matters: theory/world relations

I On the syntactic conception, cached out in terms of truth
and reference

(and in a somewhat dubious notion of
“approximate truth”)

I On the semantic conception, cached out in terms of
representation (and there are usually rather richer
resources to understand approximate instantiation)

I On the semantic conception, somewhat more natural to
think of theory-world relation as local (“this system is
represented on this length scale by this model” vs “this
model represents the world”
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Options: syntactic metaphysics, syntactic phil-sci

I Our scientific and metaphysical theories are the same kind
of thing

I Various philosophy of science positions get cached out in
terms of our epistemic attitude to our theory:

I Realism: believe the theory!
I Constructive empiricism: believe the theory’s observable

claims!
I Epistemic structural realism: believe something

intermediate (what?)

I Close relationship between our (ideal) completed physics
and the true metaphysical theory

I Natural continuity between the methods of science and
metaphysics: resolve underdetermination by
considerations of simplicity, naturalness, ...
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Options: syntactic metaphysics, semantic phil-sci

I The world is fundamentally characterised by a
metaphysical theory, stated in some language

I But the best our science can do is characterise some
structural features of the world, at a much coarser level
than that theory

I Epistemic options:
I Realism, i.e. accept the correct metaphysical theory (but

science is silent about which one it is)
I (another form of) epistemic structuralism: believe our

science captures the structure, Kantian humility about
the metaphysics beyond that
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Options: a semantic view of metaphysics

I A metaphysical theory is a mathematical model or
collection of such

I (Drawn in the Picture of the World, metaphorically
speaking)

I The theory-world relation is representation

I Again, close continuity between our ideal-completed
physics and our metaphysical theory
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